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FOREWORD: EXPLORING SCIENTIFICAPPROACHES TO
BETTER DESIGNING

With the arrival of the “Grand Design” era, the influence of design is felt
everywhere in our lives. Design has become a huge industrial system which
demonstrates broad prospect for future development. Therefore, design industry and
education is being valued and regarded as part of national development strategy in
most countries around the world. In this critical period of the design industry
development, I co-founded the International Society for Design Science with my
industry peers four years ago, and now launch this new journal, the International
Journal of Design Science, which shall be expected to become a big thing in the
history of design science and art.

Designing is a cluster of disciplines which includes numerous art-related studies
and involves all art-related design activities conforming to the patterns of design
discipline. Design science, not only covers natural science and engineering
technology science, also focuses on the study of design art itself through scientific
approaches and from a rational standpoint. Both Industry 4.0 strategy from Germany
and Made in China plan from China place design industry to a unprecedented height
in terms of promoting industrial development and realizing social prosperity. In order
to achieve those great goals, teams of design talents and elites who can practice
forward-looking design theories, operating international design project and think out
of box are indispensable. The essence of design is innovation.
“The great innovator and leader must be a great thinker of design”. ISDS will

dedicate itself to the establishment of a platform for research, innovation, cooperation
and problem-solving. This platform will provide opportunities for design researchers
to discuss frontier issues, broaden academic insight of design discipline, strengthen
skills and methods on design research, create innovative research fruits in the overall
field of design, assist front-line designers absorbing the core and essence of design
and implementing scientific methods so as to perfect design procedure and realize a
higher design utility. I also hope design educators can demonstrate the current
development of design discipline objectively and explore the direction of design
going forward in a way optimize and reconstruct the design subject and discipline in
colleagues and universities.
On 21st September 2019, the representative of scholars from the universities who

have attended the 5th Oriental Forum and the 2019 International Symposium on
Oriental Design, reached a consensus on the acknowledgement, development, future
and mission of design discipline and issued the Shanghai Declaration on Design
Science(see the appendix) after in-depth discussions and rational considerations. I
believe this declaration is not only the programme of action for the design science
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research,but also a guiding principle for running the International Journal of Design
Science.

Figure. 1 Group Photo for the 5th Oriental Design Forum & 2019 International
Symposium on Oriental Design

I sincerely hope friends in the design community can join hands and co-construct a
tower of design science which facilitates the innovation on design, products and
environment. For a better life of human being, we will contribute to the best of our
abilities as designers.

Zhou Wuzhong

President, International Society for Design Science
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Appendix:

SHANGHAI DECLARATION ON DESIGN SCIENCE
(21st September 2019, Shanghai Jiao Tong University)

We, as the representative of scholars from the universities, have attended the 5th
Oriental Forum and the 2019 International Symposium on Oriental Design. Here a
consensus on the acknowledgement, development, future and mission of design
discipline has been reached after in-depth discussions and rational considerations.

Discipline and Orientation
1. The relationship between design and the development of human society.

Design is one of the earliest activities of human. It accelerates the development
and progress of human society. Influences of design has been everywhere in
people’s life since the arrival of “Big Design Era”. Thus, the design industry ought
to be a huge industry with promising future and it should continue contributing on
the acceleration of society development.

2. The orientation of design discipline. Design discipline includes various kind of
activities related to art because it comprises many majors related to art. However,
the orientation of design discipline covers not only art and humanities, but also
natural science and engineering. It is an important discipline with guidance value
of creation. Design discipline is an emerging interdisciplinary which meets the
needs of human society developments nowadays. It includes art, science,
technology, humanity, society, business and so on.

3. The direction for design practice development. Nowadays, many countries have
considered design as significant in industry and society development. Prospective
design theory and a high-class design team which meets the level of international
standard quality projects are needed to reach their goals. Creative design thoughts
and research ideas have significant roles as well. Therefore, to carry out better
design practices, design researches should focus on design itself with scientific
methods from a rational angle.

Problems and Challenges
4. Challenges from the New Industry era. Human society is undergoing the

change from industry age to post-industry age in the 21st century. The boundary of
design has expanded with the innovative development of technologies such as
Artificial Intelligence. Design has a higher standard to meet the requirement of the
sustainable development goals raised by the United Nations and the people’s
vision of a better life.

5. Theories has been out of touch with practice. Compare to other disciplines, the
design discipline still lacks fundamental theories and systematic research
approaches. The detachment of design education and design industry results in the
need of perfection of design theory system and the combination of design theory
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and design practice.
6. The value system of design remains as an ongoing construction. The value

system of design is the system of behavior, belief, ideality and criterion. It is a
social subjective criterion system as well as design is the result of subjective
ideality, need and people’s thoughts in design practice. The modern design value
system with regional characteristics needs to be constructed as design theory does
not integrate so close with design practice.

Responsibility and Mission
7. Combination of art and science. Human’s needs motivate the development of

design and the essence of design is creation. Science and art are the two engines of
creative design as well as the core competitiveness of a country. They are the
influential creative activity which could cross the boundary of territory and culture.
The science progress leads to some problems in politics, society, ecological
environment, culture and soul. The criticism and inquiry of those negative results
would contribute to more than the thought and practice in art. Breaking the
stereotype in scientific researches and increasing the creative energy in science
would also benefit from it.

8. Creative theories and methods. Design theory and methodology is the most
important knowledge system and core basics in construct design discipline.
Design thoughts are the core research project of design. Oriental design is the goal
of our discipline construction. Consumers, technology and market should be the
basic elements and the coordination of human, machines and the environment
should be the principle. The expression of technology and art in design should be
emphasized by the research and practice of creative design theory and methods
including product design, environment design for human’s living and so on. The
relationships between culture and creation, consumers’ needs and designers’ ideas
should be balanced throughout the development in theoretical study and case
research.

9. Construction of new pattern in design. Design has developed from “Design 1.0”
to “Design 5.0”. However, it is hard for classic design or big design to carry out
the mission of regional revitalization. It is necessary to develop the regional
revitalization which based on the study of geography. It is a kind of holistic design
based on complex adaptive systems or complexity science. The regional
revitalization design focuses on human-centric design and calls out the harmony
of product, life and environment. It would accelerate the creative fusion of design
and “industry + life + environment”, thus build a healthier world. Theories and
methods of regional revitalization design would benefit the progress and
development of human society.

For the better life of people, all affiliates from the design industry should unite
together to construct design discipline and make design and design education civil
behavior.
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ANALYSIS OF DESIGN TREND FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OFORIENTALAESTHETICS

ZhouWuzhong 1

Jiang Hui 1,2
1 Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

2 Nanjing Forestry University，China

Abstract: Within the context of cultural globalization, contemporary Chinese design needs to be
particularly clear about three things: the cultural context on which it shall be based, the
perspective from which it understands target groups, and the path by which it finds and solves
problems. From the perspective of oriental design, the construction of contemporary Chinese
design must be based on Chinese culture and take it as the cultural standpoint. It also must uphold
the aesthetic perspective and experience of oriental aesthetics. Moreover, it must always maintain
a dialectical attitude of learning and understanding towards different cultures, perspectives and
techniques, and learn from each other's strengths so that Chinese design can truly meet the
material and spiritual needs of the audience in the form of “things”. By comparing and analyzing
the basic standpoints and perspectives of Oriental aesthetics, this study discusses the current
boundary problems of Chinese design. By examining the characteristics of Oriental design that
bases its standpoints and ideas on Chinese aesthetics, it explores the development direction and
trends of Chinese design. Through the analysis of oriental design and the construction of the
boundary of Chinese design, it strives to further establish the cultural confidence of Chinese
design and locates the sound development of Chinese design in the future. Keywords: oriental
aesthetics；Chinese aesthetics；oriental design；the boundaries of design；the position of Chinese
design.

INTRODUCTION
The Oriental Design Forum initiated by Shanghai Jiao Tong University has been

successfully held for four times. Since the first forum, scholars and designers from
design circles at home and abroad have repeatedly given in-depth discussions on
Oriental Design with rich content and diverse perspectives, and achieved remarkable
results. Reviewing the topics most concerned by scholars in previous forums,
keywords such as Oriental Design, Oriental Aesthetics and Contemporary Practice
were frequently mentioned (Zhou, 2017). Those topics highlighted over the previous
forums just reveal that the current design circles have been keenly aware of the new
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opportunities and challenges facing oriental design in the development of the world
today, especially Chinese design.
China’s Belt and Road Initiative is established with a clear understanding of the

current pattern and future direction of the world in the new era, which sees the role
and value of multicultural exchanges for cooperation and mutual benefits in the
current world development. In his speech at the headquarters of the League of Arab
States, President Xi Jinping noted that: “Constructing the Belt and Road Initiative, we
advocate that different ethnic groups and different cultures must communicate for
good rather than evil. We shall dismantle walls instead of building it, and shall use the
dialogue as a ‘golden rule’ to help countries become good neighbors”. In the context
of cultural globalization, Oriental design must act as a carrier of oriental cultures to
demonstrate cultural characteristics in the process of building the Belt and Road. It
must also be able to build bridges for exchanges and commutations with countries
around the world. Therefore, the author believes that it is necessary to further evaluate
and forecast the Chinese design practice based on the oriental cultural context from
the perspective of oriental aesthetics.

ORIENTALAESTHETICS AND CHINESE AESTHETICS
The Origin of Oriental Aesthetics

“Oriental” is a vocabulary with distinctive geographical and regional characteristics.
Literally, it represents the orientation in terms of geospatial space. However,
“Oriental” has been often given the meaning at the cultural comparative level, and
existed as a reference to the “West”. In this “Oriental” developed from the western
perspective, there are too many meanings and definitions given by the west with a
status of "other", which obscure the original features of oriental cultures, resulting in
misunderstanding and even misrepresentation.
Tracing back to the beginning of human civilizations, the cultures that emerged

around the world evolved independently. There was no such thing as “Oriental
Cultures” or “Western Cultures”. Further, it was rare to see the comparison between
Oriental and Western cultures. During the Age of Enlightenment, the expansion of
Western capitalism led the west to gradually discover and pay attention to the
“Oriental” that was completely different from it. At this time, “Oriental” became the
reference object of Western culture under the context of “Western Centralism” in most
cases. Western scholars took their own culture as the benchmark to establish the
theoretical framework of oriental cultures. This one-sided cultural perspective had
blocked the smooth communication between oriental and Western cultures for a long
time.
The concept of “Oriental Aesthetics” was developed in the discourse system of

Western scholars in the middle of the 20th century. At first, it was the French scholar
Rene Grousset who developed the "Oriental Aesthetics". Then, in his work “Oriental
Aesthetics”, Thomas Munro tried to establish a world-wide aesthetic system from a
multicultural perspective. In the period where the western culture oriented theory still
dominated, studies that promoted oriental aesthetics did not change the status of
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“other”, nor did they attract the attention of the academic circles. We can see that the
studies of oriental aesthetics by Western scholars in the 20th century had not
completely shaken off the influence of the Western-centered theory. Just like the
studies focusing on the “Oriental” in the same era, the oriental aesthetics that was
labeled with “Oriental” was only a Western generalization proposed by western
scholars as a reference for the “Western” aesthetics. It was the research perspective
that led the west to fail to realize that the “Oriental” at the regional level contained a
rich and diverse cultural system, and to not able to distinguish the unique history of
the aesthetics development in the oriental countries.
By the 1980s, the emergence of Western postmodern culture contributed to the

dissolution of Western culture centered theory. In 1978, American scholar Edward W.
Said's Oriental Studies was published. The work revealed the essence that the oriental
was marginalized and distorted under the discourse system of West centered theory. It
pointed out that Orientalism that was based on Western Monism had brought
destruction to and qualified the Oriental societies and cultures. The publishing of the
work raised discussion of and attention on the “Oriental” from all walks of life in the
West. A number of studies and arguments that attempted to resolve the binary
opposition between the East and the West had emerged. Under the circumstance that
advocated cultural pluralism, the studies of oriental aesthetics were no longer based
on the mindset that regarded it as a contrast for the “Western” aesthetics, and
gradually went beyond the limitations of Western culture and Western aesthetics. The
way of equal communication and interactive dialogue made the studies of oriental
aesthetics under the post-modern cultural context to pay more attention to the
characteristics of oriental cultures, and constructed the oriental aesthetic theory
system that truly embodied the essence of oriental cultures in the way of oriental
philosophy.

Notes on Oriental Aesthetics

German philosopher Baumgarten first explicitly gave the concept of “aesthetics” in
1750. Since then, the modern Western “aesthetics” has become a mature subject after
several centuries of efforts. However, the development of “Oriental Aesthetics” have
been relatively new. As mentioned above, the discipline framework, theoretical
system, and research methods of the original “Oriental Aesthetics” largely took the
Western aesthetic model for reference, and became different only after the emergence
of Western postmodern culture. The “Oriental Aesthetics” still has many problems
worthy of discussion and improvement even today.
We must carefully distinguish and consider the signified scope of the “Oriental” in

“Oriental Aesthetics”. As mentioned above, from the perspective of Western centered
theory, “Oriental Aesthetics” is the general term for the aesthetics of many Eastern
countries and regions in terms of geographical concept. It was developed to make
comparison with Western aesthetics. The “Oriental” here mentioned referred not only
to China, Japan, South Korea, North Korea, Vietnam, but also many Asian and
African regions such as Egypt, India, and Persia. Obviously, this definition was too
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general and completely ignored the cultural and aesthetic differences of various
countries and regions in the east. When talking about the world cultural system, Mr. Ji
Xianlin divided the culture into “Oriental Culture” and “Western Culture”, and
subdivided “Oriental Culture” into the Chinese cultural circle, the Islamic selection
cultural circle, and the Indian cultural circle (Ji, 2008). This division precisely
revealed the diversity of characteristics within oriental cultures. The general concept
of “oriental aesthetics” will ignore the diversity of cultures in the east, which in
specific research resulted in unclear objects, unclear problems, and inability to carry
out in-deep study.
So, can “Chinese Aesthetics” entirely represent “Oriental Aesthetics”? In this case,

we must also be cautious. While there are significant differences between Chinese
culture and Egyptian culture and Indian culture, there are many similarities and
commonalities between it and Vietnamese culture, Korean culture and Japanese
culture. Ji Xianlin's cultural circle division followed this law. Egyptian culture and
Indian culture had produced artistic languages and aesthetic philosophy with their
own cultural characteristics, which Chinese culture and Chinese aesthetics are unable
to represent. The same is true of “Oriental Aesthetics”. Regarding “Chinese
aesthetics” as Oriental Aesthetics is contradict to the basic position that adheres to
diversified aesthetics.
We are more tended to understand “Oriental Aesthetics” at two different levels.

That is, it can be understood as a vision that attempts to go beyond the Western
Centralism framework and promote the further development of aesthetic studies in
countries and regions in the east. In the specific aesthetic research and application, the
term “Oriental Aesthetics” shall carry out more specific and targeted aesthetic
discussions in line with the cultural background and aesthetic practice of different
countries, regions and nationalities.
The author wrote this article to consider issues of contemporary Chinese design

from the perspective of oriental aesthetics. For this purpose, the “Oriental Aesthetics”
mentioned here focuses more on the philosophical foundation and aesthetics ideology
of the Chinese cultural circle. That is, explore the similarities and differences between
Chinese aesthetics and the aesthetics of other countries in the Chinese cultural circle
in line with the development process and the construction of theoretical system of
Chinese aesthetics, thereby clarifying the unique qualities of Chinese aesthetics. Of
course, this does not mean to completely repudiate the foundation laid by Western
aesthetics, as “Aesthetics” itself was a discipline from the West. The “aesthetics” that
is currently known as a subject has not yet appeared in the Chinese cultural circle
before modern times. Learning and drawing lessons from Western aesthetics was a
necessary stage for aesthetics to enter China. However, after learning and drawing
lessons, Chinese aesthetics needs to be rooted in the local cultural soil and aesthetic
experience and developed an aesthetic system with Chinese cultural characteristics.
For example, Peng Xiuyin argued that Aesthetics was actually a kind of 'hiding'

form in the original ecology of oriental cultures. That meant that on the one hand, the
deep and exquisite aesthetic wisdom in the east is the lack of systematic theory, and
unconsciously involve aesthetic and art of the hiding aesthetics; on the other hand,
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due to the mutual integration of the oriental generalized aesthetic with cultural
material and life experience, the texts of oriental aesthetics is attached to religion,
philosophy, ethics, etc., or to literary theories, painting theory, and music theory,
dance theory and other, becoming a hidden but not self-existence that was combined
into other ideas (Peng &Liu, 1999). Zong (2013) also pointed out that there were rich
aesthetic ideas in ancient Chinese literary theories, painting theories, music theories.
Notes from literati and artist, though with a few words, can also reveal profound
aesthetic insights.
Therefore, it is clear that Chinese aesthetics has a different history and tradition

from Western aesthetics. It comes from artistic practice and focuses on further
promoting the development of artistic practice. Moreover, Chinese aesthetics must
pay attention to its application and development in contemporary social context. The
art practice in ancient China has established a rich aesthetic thought. In addition to
summing up and refining the thought, it should also be combined with contemporary
art practice and contemporary social development, we must combine it with
contemporary art practice and contemporary social development, so as to maintain its
vitality and development momentum in the contemporary era. In this regard, this
study has theoretical and practical values when exploring contemporary design from
the perspective of oriental aesthetics.

THE BOUNDARIES OF ORIENTAL DESIGN
At the beginning of its establishment, “Oriental Design” pointed out that the use of

the word "Oriental" has two meanings. First, it revealed an intrinsic perspective that
aims to get rid of Western design as its center. It advocated that the scope of
contemporary design shall go beyond the west. By learning and drawing lessons from
Western design, it constructed a position and attitude of the design discipline with a
distinctive oriental cultural feature. Second, it defined the specific cultural categories
and aesthetic methods specified by the “Oriental” in the current discipline
construction. That is, it took Chinese Han culture as the main body, drew lessons from
the Chinese traditional creation practice, and applied for contemporary design theory
construction and design practice (Zhou, 2019). From this point of view, there has been
a very similar perspective and viewpoint between “Oriental Design” and “Oriental
Aesthetics”.
Like Oriental aesthetics, “design” has been a discipline that was born with the

development of modern western industry. As a result, the construction of Chinese
design disciplines inevitably learnt and drew lessons from the west. However, at
present, as globalization entered a new stage and the Western centered theory is
continuously dissolved, the cultural globalization has accepted and promoted the
development and mutual exchanges of ideas, cultures and art of different regions and
nations with diversified and open minds. Under this historical background, Chinese
design shall no longer stay at the level of learning the West, but focus on promoting
the establishment of “Oriental Design” that takes the essence of Chinese culture as
basis, integrates the design experience of Chinese Han culture circle, draws lessons
from Western design achievements, and meets the needs of contemporary Chinese
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social development. This discipline shall keep an eye on the pattern of world
development, see the expectations and requirements of world design for the Chinese
design and even the design of countries within the entire Chinese Han culture circle. It
shall enrich the world design structure, expand the vision of world design, and deepen
the depth of thought and cultural connotation of world design by means of discipline
construction, theoretical exploration, and design practice. Therefore, the author
believes that the construction of contemporary "Oriental Design" shall be based on
China's philosophy of "different while harmonious" to clarify its cultural standpoint,
design perspective, and scope of practice.

Design Boundaries of Cultural Consciousness

“Cultural Consciousness” was promoted by Mr. Fei Xiaotong. Mr. Fei gave this
concept in line with his profound understanding of the ancient Chinese philosophy of
“different while harmonious”. Cultural consciousness meant that people living with a
given culture have a 'self-knowledge' of their culture, understand its origins, processes
of formation, characteristics and trends of its development. Self-knowledge was to
strengthen the independent ability of cultural transformation and to obtain an
independent status that determines the adaptation to the new environment and cultural
choices in the new era. (Cultural conscious) emphasized that first of all people know
their own culture, decide maintain or abandon it in line with its adaptability to the new
environment. Second, they understand other cultures they encounter, gain their
essence, and combine it with their own. After all cultures have realized their
consciousness, this culturally diverse world has the conditions to form a basic order
with common recognition in the autonomous integration of each other, establishing a
common code for the peaceful coexistence, promotion of their strengths, and joint
development of various cultures (Fei, 1999). By analyzing the “cultural
consciousness” theory, we can gain a profound sense of cultural boundaries. It
requires us to have a deep understanding and cognition of our own culture, and to
capture the differences between our own culture and that of other countries and
regions. We must take root in our own cultural traditions while actively accepting and
recognizing different cultures, and must seek common ground while reserving
differences, and complement each other with respect and understanding (Liu, 2010).
The words “perfecting beauty of each other and achieving great unity” pointed out the
supreme realm of pursuit of cultural consciousness.
The core and life of design is culture. So, a longer-term future of design lies in

understanding its cultural soil. For Chinese design, constructing cultural boundaries of
design and establishing cultural consciousness is the first step to locate the direction
of development of Chinese design in the wave of globalization. Over recent years,
Chinese design, though achieving rapid development and prosperity, has gradually
exposed its deficiencies and defects.
At the moment, the diverse cultural shock has brought Chinese design with

“cultural selection difficulties” and “cultural loss”. It was manifested in that facing the
cultural environment of rapid development and change, the diversification of cultural
forms made Chinese design difficult to choose and was at a loss, and in that its design
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languages revealed problems such as chaos, disorder, deviation from mainstreaming,
and vulgarization. When we criticize that some Chinese works were lack of
innovation and inner spirit, outdated, and couldn’t keep up with the pace of the times,
and failed to satisfy people's material and spiritual needs, we found that the crux of
the problem was that they were lack of sufficient cultural confidence and clear
understanding of cultural boundaries. As designers failed to maintain a firm position
and accurate understanding of their own culture, and just relied on fragmented
splicing and scattered combinations to form their design languages, the cultural
position and values   of their works were scattered and acentric, which to a certain
extent hindered Chinese design to break through and gain greater impact in the era of
collisions of multiple cultures. For example, the design style of some buildings in
China today was lost in a strange circle. The architectural languages were chaotic,
appearing in manners which were out of the ancient and present fashions, neither in
Chinese nor western styles. They were the simple and rude combination of the
Chinese, Western, ancient and modern architectural languages. These seemingly
ridiculous architectural forms revealed the unsettled and confused cultural position of
the current Chinese designers. They also indicated the urgency to reshape the
mainstream culture in the multicultural environment, to eliminate the vulgar taste, and
to emphasize cultural consciousness.

Design Perspective in Line with Local Characteristics

It is true that, as mentioned earlier, the establishment of the design discipline
originally came from the West. It was in the modern times that China’s old cultural
system was broken with the turbulence of the world situation. The education system
of Western modern design was gradually introduced into China at this time, and the
discipline localization construction was carried out in China. Learning Western
cultures and drawing lessons from Western modern design concepts and practices was
an inevitable development process for Chinese design. However, at the moment of the
development of globalization, we have been also deeply aware that excessive
dependence on and imitation of Western design for a long time will only make
Chinese design weak in the vitality of development and the competitiveness in the
surge of cultural globalization. Some of the problems with Chinese design have been
already exposed.
On the one hand, in the face of the permeation and advancement of Western thought

and cultures in China, some Chinese designers have been deeply immersed in it
without knowing it. They were unable to free themselves from the influence of
Western cultures. As they left their own culture behind, their design works were lack
of cultural nourishment as rootless duckweed. Imitating and copying the works of
Western designers has been seen everywhere in China’s current design circle. Works
without cultural souls will be eliminated. On the other, China’s indigenous
modernization process ignored the differences between regions, ethnic groups and
populations. In pursuing rapid economic development, the cultural differences of
regions, ethnic groups and populations have been overwhelmed by a homogenized
modernity. In serving different audiences, as some Chinese designers blindly pursued
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the so-called modernity and westernization, but lacked the in-depth analysis of local
audiences, they gave the homogenized designs to audiences with different social and
cultural backgrounds. Those designed were difficult to be recognized and accepted,
even hindered the inheritance of Chinese culture and the development of the nation.
The assimilation of China's rural landscape design was a concentrated expression of
this crux. In the process of modernization, rural areas in China “abandoned” the
traditional village style and “lost” the traditional rural cultures. The “one thousand
villages with one appearance” has led to the loss the vitality of the Chinese
countryside. Lack of awareness of the local cultures and social environment among
designers and managers has been one of the important reasons for this situation.

Design Awareness with Humanistic Care

Lack of humanistic care has been one of the cruxes that caused current superficial
problems in Chinese design. First of all, we must be aware that China's modernization
transformation is a major change that affects all areas of the country and all its groups.
It involves people from different regions and different social and cultural backgrounds.
The differences make them unable to locate their position in time in the modern
transformation in the same pace. In Chinese design, the unclear division of the
audience and boundaries of cultural attribution have led the design works to be
superficial in the process of finding and solving problems and expressing languages.
The design works were too general in terms of recognizing audience, and were too
chaotic and fragment in expressing culture. Those factors further worsened people's
sense of belonging and identity in this era of change.
Population aging has become a common problem facing the Chinese society. When

the society pays much attention to the many new phenomena and new problems that
population aging brings to society and families, we see that Chinese design still lags
behind on this issue. One of the major responsibilities of design is that it must meet
the spiritual and material needs of the target audience by design. Despite a large
number of products have been developed to serve the elderly, products that address
material problems account for the vast majority, there has been few concern about
their spiritual needs. The modernization process of the country is not only participated
by young and middle-aged groups, also the elderly. When considering how to make
the elderly gain a sense of belonging at the spiritual level, perhaps the design needs to
solve not only a single functional problem, but also the humanistic care and spiritual
satisfaction. In addition, lack of humanistic care in design works has been also
reflected in the superficial understanding of cultural connotations. To a certain extent,
the transformation of Chinese society has made people require a cultural experience in
the emotional and spiritual sectors that can satisfy their feelings, and even a cultural
experience that can feel the stimulation and catharsis, so that they can gain a sense of
spiritual belonging and comfort. However, this does not constitute the reason for some
Chinese design works to blindly pursue sensory enjoyment, while ignoring culture
and history and losing spiritual boundaries, cultural positions, and standards of
ugliness. Fragment and generalized designs, vulgar aesthetic standards, and vague
cultural positions will lead audiences to a poor and superficial spiritual world, which
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will be extremely detrimental to the cultural heritage and development of the country.

ORIENTALAESTHETICS IN THE PRACTICE OF ORIENTAL DESIGN
We explore the inspiration and value of oriental aesthetics for contemporary design

in line with the current situation of contemporary Chinese design, and reflects on the
remaining problems in Chinese design so as to clarify the development direction of
Chinese design in the future. Therefore, the oriental aesthetics mentioned here shall be
more specifically designated as “Chinese aesthetics”. Chinese aesthetics, which is
different from Western aesthetics, has its own development history and characteristics.
The philosophical thought of “the unity of Heaven and Man” from the ancient China
had nourished the unique aesthetic consciousness of Chinese classical art. It made
Chinese aesthetics reveal more poetic and Imagery. It was different from traditional
Western aesthetics, which focuses on rational speculation and logical analysis.
Chinese aesthetics uses poetic thinking to develop philosophical reflections on the
artistic world of imagery. This aesthetic theory that was rooted in the traditional
Chinese culture and artistic soil was extremely helpful for the firm cultural position
and design perspective of the current Chinese culture. Specifically, the following
aspects of Chinese aesthetics are particularly worthy of attention and reflection in
contemporary Chinese design:
First of all, Chinese aesthetics always focuses on understanding of the realm of the

mind. Chinese classical civilization has deep emotional and perceptual cognition of
nature. The insight and understanding of natural laws spread into the art world, which
made Chinese classical art and aesthetic concept highlight the communication and
understanding of “heart” and heaven and earth, paying attention to personality, life
value, life process, affection, and presentation of spiritual realm in art. Zong Baihua
argued that “the source of beauty and art is the fluctuation of deepest part of human
beings in contact with his environmental world.” (Chinese aesthetics) “Silence is
integrated into this innocent nature and the innocent space melts.” He took the
Chinese Song and Yuan landscape painting as an example. “They are the most
ethereal spiritual manifestation, and the mind and nature are completely united” (Zong,
2013). As the painter Zhang Wei said, the process of creating Chinese classical art is
“learning from outside while gaining from source of the heart”. “Creation” is the
nature of everything, and “source of heart” is the inner feelings and experience of
nature.
Secondly, Chinese aesthetics emphasizes the employment of symbolic methods to

express the spiritual world of the human being, and to give the feelings and
understanding of all things in the world through the artistic expression of images. The
Chinese classical culture used symbolic and analogical means to recognize things
through the symbolic relationship between an object and other things, producing a
large number of cultural symbols with symbolic meanings. In ancient Chinese works,
“meaning” and “imaginary” were two vocabularies, which first appeared in “Copulate
of Yi Zhuan”: “The sage uses images to express thought, established divinatory
symbols to determine right or wrong, and developed Ci to express meanings” in the
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Southern and Northern Dynasties, in his Literary Mind and the Carving of Dragons,
Liu Wei proposed this idea. Since then, the word “image” has been included in the
world of Chinese philosophy and poetics. “Imaging” means the integration of mind
and object, which can be understood as “image of meaning” or “image of heart”, and
can also be understood as “object” of “heart”. Zheng Banqiao, a painter of the Qing
Dynasty, spoke of "imagery" and "art" in this approach (Zhou, 1985). The formation
of the image came from the artist’s perception and experience of things. What was
integrated in the symbolic images was the artist's aesthetic and cultural standpoint.
Third, Chinese aesthetics has been also an aesthetic summary made from everyday

life. Since ancient times, the Chinese have been good at creating a poetic atmosphere
in their daily lives, and have gained an experience of beauty through a multi-faceted
senses. For example, from tea, incense, flowers, playing the piano in the traditional
Chinese culture, sensory experience produced by those activities can bring beauty,
which is on the one hand physical, on the other hand triggers emotional and spiritual
pleasures. The aesthetic of daily life has been a tradition of ancient Chinese culture
and a source of Chinese classical aesthetics. The poetic environment gave people a
sense of excitement, which in turn enhanced their spiritual and emotional enjoyment
of beauty.
Finally, Chinese aesthetics emphasizes the relationship between art, aesthetics and

society. The aesthetic experience has a positive effect on social development and
personal spiritual world. Chinese classical philosophy attaches importance to the
grasp and reflection of the realm of life. Under the influence of Chinese traditional
culture, each Chinese maintains their own unique life realm and aesthetic taste, and
also displays group similarities. The ancient Chinese advocated and were keen to
cultivate an elegant and refined taste in their long period of life. This taste was
developed through long-term cultural education. From Tang poetry, Song poetry,
“Peony Pavilion”, “Dream of Red Mansions” to the paintings of Wang Meng, Wen
Zhengming and Zheng Banqiao, they all can demonstrate the existence of this taste. In
the view of Chinese aesthetics, artistic experience and activities help to cultivate and
enhance people's tastes and qualities, and promote their world of life to a higher level.
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Figure 1. Zhou Zi’s Taiji Diagram

INSPIRATION AND PROSPECT

At present, we have entered an era of cultural globalization. People have different
opinions about this era, such as the era of culture (the era of creativity), the era of the
Internet (the era of informationization), the era of the great aesthetic economy (the era
of experiencing the economy), and so on. These sayings, though different, have
similarities. For example, in this era symbiosis and commonality are highlighted while
nationality, regionality and individuality are not forgotten; group needs and individual
development are both emphasized; material level satisfaction and more spiritual level
are both the focus. Therefore, in line with the profound understanding of the current
era and based on the Chinese social context and the status quo of Chinese design
development, the metaphysical wisdom and special aesthetic pursuits in Chinese
aesthetics have great inspiration significance for us to explore the new directions of
design in the new era.
First of all, our design needs to be rooted in its own culture, and grasp the cultural

genes and aesthetic habits of the target audience. The design must pay attention to the
exploration and performance of the spiritual and spiritual levels after satisfying the
functions at the material level, thereby giving more direct and deeper expression of
emotional appeals, core, personality temperament of people.
Secondly, learn and draw lessons from the ways and ideas of capturing image

symbol in Chinese classical art, use them in contemporary Chinese design. The
aesthetic style and habits of Chinese aesthetics have nurtured the image symbols and
expressions of Chinese classical art. Contemporary Chinese design can carry out
further image symbolic enhancement in modeling, material and color through the
formal languages in design, making works combine with cultural traditions and
aesthetic habits, so that they can be more in line with the inner world of the Chinese in
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the spiritual and emotional aspects.
Third, recognize the role of design in creating a daily atmosphere. Since ancient

times, Chinese people have maintained the traditions and habits of beautifying their
daily lives, have been willing to create a poetic atmosphere in their lives that
expresses their emotional and spiritual appeals. Contemporary design needs to pay
attention to the Chinese tradition. In designing works, it shall be good at inspiring the
audience's multiple sensory experiences, so as to achieve the realm of aesthetic
enjoyment. That is, “body and things are unified to produce spaces to each other, and
the environment and the body in turn are combined produce emotion”, thereby
allowing people to obtain a more complete life experience and a sense of happiness.
Finally, contemporary Chinese design also must enhance its sense of social

responsibility and mission. The environmental atmosphere and functional experience
created by design works shall not be limited to material satisfaction. In addition to that,
they must also have a positive role for the development of society and the
improvement of personal spiritual world. Give guidance to people in achieving a
higher spiritual pursuit through design works, broaden their own minds, foster their
own attachment, cultivate elegant, pure and exquisite aesthetic tastes, and guide them
to pursue a poetic, loving and responsible life.
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Abstract: The author of this paper analyzes the significant events in design circles in 2018.
Theoretical achievements of important academic values are sorted out and summarized from both
macro and micro aspects on the premise of encountering social changes and difficulties in design
theory research. The personal academic perspective is placed in the background of the
commemoration of 40th anniversary of reform and opening up. It is considered why the leading
research of design theory generally lags behind design practice, emphasizing that it is urgent to
update the knowledge of design theory, to get rid of the old research approaches, to face the
prospect of design, to broaden the research horizon and to construct a new research paradigm.
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Design is not only a social practice to benefit human beings and transform nature
but also an important human activity involving science, technology and art. Design
study covers a wide range of contents and fields. Before the author writes this article
by the end of 2018, he reads an article in the “Global Times”, “China's design
revolution is coming” (Qian, 2018). The article is brief and far from theoretical in the
academic sense, but the central ideas of it such as “design with Chinese
characteristics” and “the clashes of design revolution” keep us thinking. After learning,
imitating, referring, contradiction, communication, clashes and self-examination,
Chinese design and Chinese design research are presenting as the “design with
Chinese characteristics”, entering a new thought-provoking and concept-changing
painful period. Especially, the leading research of design theory generally lags behind
design practice, and the knowledge renewal of design academia is imminent. So it is
urgent to get rid of the old research approaches to broaden the research horizon and
construct a new research paradigm for the future of design.
2018 is the 40th anniversary of China's reform and opening up. At this very

moment, the design circles urgently need to make a systematic summary of the design
research and development in the past 40 years. As a special year, 2018 bridges the
past and the future with old ideas and new ideas mixing. What happened in 2018 can
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never be summed up briefly or conclusively. Various kinds of design events, design
activities, design forums, and design publications spring up. Among them, some
design cases and academic works with illumination have important theoretical
significance and academic values. For this reason, the author tries to make a
painstaking investigation to abstract the thought-provoking events, topics and theories
in modern design from a personal perspective.

REVIEWING AND SUMMARIZING “DESIGN THEORY RESEARCH OF

40-YEAR REFORMAND OPENING UP” BECOMES POPULAR
How to summarize the theoretical achievements of design research in the past 40

years of reform and opening up? In the grand design category, firstly the three words
‘design research’, ‘design philosophy research’ and ‘design theory research’ mirror
the three different aspects of design research. In 2018, marked by the 40th anniversary
of reform and opening up, summarizing and reviewing the design theory research in
the past 40 years becomes a hot topic.
At present, however, to explore complex design problems, we still need to clarify

what is design philosophy and what is design discipline. After art is developed into a
category, design contributes significantly to the construction and development of
national economy. As a national policy to promote the development of the whole
society, the development of creative industries and design has become the engine to
drive the new economy. This has also triggered a heated discussion on the
classification and academic evaluation of design disciplines in design circles and
universities. Particularly, how people interpret “design philosophy” reflects the
perceptions of different people about design research. Therefore, “how to define
design philosophy is not a simple definition of academic concepts. It involves the
connotation and denotation of design, and ultimately involves how to evaluate design
discipline”. “As a creative activity of human creation, although design has spiritual
influence, endows the essence of creative activity in the field of human thinking, its
quintessence is functional. Therefore, thinking about how to define design philosophy
and design discipline can trace the logical origin of academic evaluation about the
‘practice’ and ‘theory’ of design, and understand the creative nature of design
specifically” (Li, 2018).
In the view of academic field, the most authoritative interpretation of design

philosophy and design discipline can only be found in the book Course of Design in
Chinese Higher Education Institutions which explains at least three questions: the
origin of the classification of design discipline, the evolution and current situation of
design discipline, and the nature of design discipline. It has literally clarified the
general cognition about design philosophy and design discipline that we need to pay
attention to at present. However, many explanations in the book are vague and general
with a compromise. There is no answer to how to define design philosophy and how
to sort out the theory. In the past 40 years of reform and opening up, design has made
great progress. But it is still ambiguous about the definition of design philosophy,
which is why I spend so much time and efforts expounding my views about design
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philosophy.
According to the authoritative definition, the commonly recognized design

philosophy is different from the previous ‘art design’ and ‘design art’. The new design
philosophy is not only a combination of design history, design theory and design
criticism, but also a deeper connotation and denotation of the discipline under the new
definition. According to the author, the new “design philosophy research” should
incorporate the theory of design history and the practice of design creation, in which
design practice outweighs design theory. Design philosophy should not only concern
about design theory and doctoral programs; it should also have a broad academic
vision to understand the research content of design philosophy. Therefore, design
philosophy should not merely meet the academic requirement of summarizing from
the field of humanistic thought, but also the requirement of formal concern and
exploration in the field of design activities, processes, products and popular research
in practice.
General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out that “Socialism with Chinese

characteristics has entered a new era, and the main contradictions in our society have
been transformed into the contradictions between people’s growing need for a better
life and the imbalanced and inadequate development” in the reports of the 19th
National Congress of the Communist Party of China. The important remarks reflect
the great progress of China's social development and the periodic characteristics of
development, and put forward new requirements for the work of our party and state.
Through the ages, culture is the soul of a country or a nation, and all nationalities in
the world have been deeply influenced by their spiritual culture in various historical
stages of development. General Secretary Xi Jinping claimed that we must “firmly
establish self-confidence on the socialist road with Chinese characteristics, in theory,
in system and in culture to ensure that the cause of the party and the state always
advances triumphantly in the right direction”. Among the “four self-confidences”,
cultural self-confidence is more basic, broader and deeper. It is the crucial part to
explore the discourse power of Chinese design, and also a more basic, deeper and
lasting design force. “Better life demand” and “imbalanced and inadequate
development” set the new demand for the design circles. “Cultural self-confidence” is
an important guarantee for us to tell Chinese stories on the international stage of
globalization by physical products.
Fundamentally, design is a cultural issue and telling Chinese stories well involves

the issue of design discourse. The essence of design discourse is the cultural influence
of a region and a nation. We must clearly realize that we should not stand still once
cultural self-confidence is emphasized. Design practice is presented in accordance
with economic growth, technical support and scientific invention. Therefore, we still
have a long way to go. In the past 40 years of reform and opening up, China has
narrowed the gap with the West in the field of science and technology, and the design
of daily life products in China has rapidly occupied some market. Although some
design trend with Chinese characteristics may sweep the world, the promotion of the
“Made in China 2025” plan will be obstructed by western countries due to a
changeable political and economic climate internationally. China's design education
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has also experienced a long process of learning, integrating, and exploring its own
design culture in modern design. Till now the construction of design education and
design theory is still in exploration. The great development of China's design industry
still has a long way to go, and scholars who perceive the current situation of
international design are truly aware of the real gap between us and the western
developed countries, especially the gap between the intellectual industry of the whole
society, the whole field and that of the west, so design research still bears heavy
responsibilities.
Therefore, the design academia should imperatively examine how design

philosophy has developed from arts and crafts and pattern learning to modern design
in the past 40 years, and how to rearrange the historical development of Chinese
design in the past 40 years from the development of concepts, theories and disciplines,
summarizing the views and achievements of prestigious scholars and experts at the
important stages in the last 40 years. Hence, in 2018, the design and design education
circles presented a large amount of activities, reviewing the design research findings
of 40-year Chinese design from multiple perspectives and dimensions in order to find
a correct way for future Chinese design.
Due to the different design businesses, different personal perspectives, and the

different design specialties, the perspectives of design research are different. In 2018,
the most noteworthy thing is a series of impressive activities about 40-year Chinese
design held by the Central Academy of Fine Arts, which has been reported by the
media as the most important in the design industry in 2018. The highlight of the
activities was to hold an international seminar “40 Years of Chinese Design -
Experience and Models”. Celebrities from the design circles were invited to talk about
the development of Chinese design in the past 40 years of reform and opening up. At
the same time, a collection of papers 40 Years of Chinese Design: Experience and
Models, edited by Liu Bo, was published. The collection embodies the academic
thinking of professors such as Liu Bo, who interviewed famous designers and
screened a large number of documents. The three parts as “Opening and
Transformation (1978-1992), “Exploration and Experience (1992-2008), and
Reflection and Innovation (2008-2017) comprehensively review the insights over the
past 40 years from a group of renowned designers and theorists at home and abroad,
from the late Pang Xunqin, Lei Guiyuan, Feng Jizhong, Zhang Ding, Tian Zibing,
Zhu Gekai to the present Chang Shana, Zhang Daoyi, Liu Guanzhong, Wang Shouzhi,
including all the representative articles of the design circles in the past 40 years. This
can be referred to as the most comprehensive summary of 40 years of design theory in
China.
Speaking of the great changes of the design in the past 40 years, Fan Dian said in

the preface of the anthology, “Over the past 40 years, the renewal and improvement of
Chinese design in cultural cognition is an important impetus for the development of
Chinese design. The vision of culture determines the height of design, the mind of
culture determines the connotation of design, and the ideal of culture determines the
quality of design”. “The modern transformation of design is a transformation of the
whole design, including the mode of production, the way of life, the way of design,
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and the cultural structure. It is the transformation of the design system, the
transformation of the mode of life as well as that of the foundation of Chinese
society”. In the 1980s, the rapid development of industrialization in China brought
about changes in social productivity and production mode, which laid the foundation
for the transformation of China's economic and social structure, and thus led to the
transformation of the overall structure of design. Although the pace is very slow, with
the deepening of reform and opening up and the rapid development of industrial
economy and structural adjustment, the pace of this transformation will get quicker
and quicker. The voice of design modernization will become the symbol of social
modernization in the future” (Liu, 2018). His remarks best illustrate the profound
transformation of Chinese design in the past. In order to cooperate with the grand
celebration of the 40th anniversary of Chinese design, the Chinese Foreign Languages
Publishing Administration and the Central Academy of Fine Arts jointly held an
exhibition on the theme of “Forty Years of Chinese Design -- Heritage and
Innovation” and the Sino-French Design Forum in the Combine Exhibition Hall in
Paris, France, on June 12, 2018, to popularize 40 years of Chinese design overseas.
As individual research achievements, there are numerous works and papers in 2018,

among which Cao Xiao’ou’s much appreciated important theoretical book Modern
Chinese Design Thoughts studies the development and changes of Chinese design in
the past 40 years and is considered as the in-depth research findings in the design
theory circle in recent years. This work has aroused heated discussion in the design
academic circles for the common phenomenon of “valuing the past than the present”,
ignoring the research of modern and contemporary design theory.
Immediately after the publication of the book, the discussion about it reached a

climax and it was called a masterpiece in the history of modern design thoughts by the
media. Even before the publication of the book on December 8th, 2017, a seminar on
“Centennial Development of Chinese Design Theory” and a new book on Modern
Chinese Design Thoughts--Life, Enlightenment and Change were also presented
before going to the market. This book expounds in detail about the academic trend,
practical activities, design details and design phenomena in the design circles since
the reform and opening up. According to some critics, this book is a historical
research on the issues of development of contemporary design. Starting with the
enlightenment of design, the author describes and analyses the social particularity of
Chinese design art in these periods from subtlety to unity, closely following the
evolution of visual and physical forms of individual, group and country since the
reform and opening up, and evaluated on its success and failure. It provides us with an
alternative to think about the history of contemporary design.
In 2018, the design circles reviewed and summarized 40 years of design experience

and theoretical achievements of China's reform and opening up, aiming to find the
development prospect of design in the rapid changes of national strategy, industrial
structure, economic structure and production relations. The study of how to size up
the situation and break through the bottleneck of major theoretical problems in the
study of design does have the pains and confusion, which makes us fully aware of the
need to do a good job in Chinese design. On the one hand, we should deeply
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understand the development of Chinese society and the genuine design situation, the
relationship between design and people, environment and society, as well as the needs
of today's society and consumers. Then we can further explore how to reinforce the
integration of Chinese culture with design trend, try to excavate Chinese life
aesthetics and character of design aesthetics, and consider the construction of
theoretical system of design discipline belonging to China. On the other hand, in the
global situation, we should explore how to elevate design value of discourse from
Chinese cultural value. Meanwhile, how to start with deeper design theory issues such
as design attitude, design value and design position, how to bring the design issues
concerned from the surface policy level into the in-depth study of the essence of
design, therefore, jointly lead the future development of Chinese design, so as to truly
highlight the discourse power of Chinese design and theory.

THE RESEARCH OF THE “ORIENTAL DESIGN” GOES DEEPER
In 2018, the topic of “Oriental Design Research” was launched as a major bidding

project of the National Social Science (Art), which conforms to the national strategy
and economic development. It inevitably results from the persistent cultural
self-confidence and cultural consciousness of design circles for many years. As the
most theoretical event of design research in 2018, the National Social Science (Art)
major bidding project ‘Oriental Design Research’ was finally won by the scientific
research team led by Professor Wu Haiyan, dean of the Design College of China
Academy of Fine Arts, and becomes the most important design event with very high
profile in 2018. This research not only excavates the essential issues of the theoretical
research of Chinese design, but also construct the original theoretical research system
of Chinese design. Therefore, the design theory circle has launched a heated and
intensive discussion about “what is Oriental Design”, “how to establish the aesthetic
standard of Oriental Design”, and “what kind of aesthetic character should be
established for design products”. Objectively, all the scholars involved in the
discussion have their own enlightening theories. Some others have implemented a
large amount of research in this area to contribute their academic wisdom to the
Oriental Design Research.
As for the Oriental Design, Professor Zhou Wuzhong of Shanghai Jiao Tong

University once made thorough research by organizing several “Oriental Design”
Forums. Although some disapprove of Zhou Wuzhong's research methods and
contents, his research objectively enriches the connotation of the Oriental Design
Research from a distinctive perspective. In his article On Oriental Design -The
Concept, Content and Research Significance of Oriental Design, he reflects and
expounds the design practice of the concept of “Oriental Design” in a systematic way.
Zhou thinks “Oriental Design is a theoretical and practical design discipline with
historical accumulation, cultural inheritance and modern vitality based on Oriental
culture and Oriental philosophy, combined with the practice and theoretical
accumulation of Chinese traditional creations from the essence of modern design. It
can not only enhance cultural self-confidence, but also inherit and develop Chinese
culture to provide new ideas and approaches for innovative design, rural revitalization
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and cultural revival (Zhou, 2018a).
Meanwhile Professor Wu Haiyan is concerned about the theoretical induction and

summary on the basis of design practice. Her research team abandoned the research
from text to text, concept to concept, and has continuously involved in design practice,
devoting themselves to traditional activation and fashion design, which has laid a
strong practical foundation for today's Oriental Design theoretical research. Perhaps
her research is different from that of scholars who focus on theoretical research, but
her future theoretical research is hopefully vivid. .
Certainly, Oriental Design can also be probed from multiple dimensions. What we

understand about the essence of Oriental Design is the right of cultural discourse,
which advocates a national aesthetic character in design activities and achievements.
The so-called aesthetic character of Oriental Design is actually embodied in the
design products, which conforms to the life of modern people and abandons the
figurative form of product style to express some internal spirit and idea. With the
introduction of Oriental Design Research as a major bidding project of the National
Social Science and Art Project, this topic has gone beyond the discussion of the
general design form. The 40-year reform and opening up in China and the rapid
economic development have provided a physical and spiritual basis for the
construction of Oriental Design. Without economic growth, the construction of
Oriental Design is an empty talk. Without solid economic foundation, the so-called
construction of China's modern design education system makes no sense. Due to the
unprecedented cultural exchanges between China and the West and the unprecedented
strong economic foundation, it is possible for scholars and designers to discuss the
Oriental Design with the high cultural self-confidence and cultural consciousness.
But Oriental Design studies can't just focus on nationalized design styles and the

figurative collage of patterns. The study of true Oriental Design should be related to
the elevation and recognition of the national aesthetic spirit and character, and to the
prosperity of the country and the revival of the nation. It should not only have explicit
identification, but also implicit requirements, not only takes on the representative
form, but also reflect the cultural concepts, cultural attitudes, cultural position and
cultural values of its own nation. With equal importance to practice and theory, the
abstract design aesthetic ideas and design philosophy must be activated into real
products which not only reflect the design trend of today's world, but also reflect the
inherent cultural spirit of the product itself. Therefore, the research of Oriental Design
should abandon the concrete form to express some inner spirit and cultural will of
products, and to summarize the due paradigm of Oriental Design from theory to
practice. This is the research of Oriental Design that we want. This is the Oriental
Design Philosophy of this era.
Then people may wonder whether Oriental Design can be regarded as Chinese

Design? How does the traditional Oriental Design exhibit the modern design taste in
inheritance and creation? The concept of Oriental reminds us of cultural geography. In
the background of different social and political systems, economic environment, and
scientific innovation, the exposition of “Oriental” tends to be ambiguous, vague and
relative. For example, how to distinguish Oriental Design from Japanese design?
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Among Japanese designers such as architects Tadao Ando and Kengo Kuma,
industrial designer Naoto Fukasawa, and graphic designer Kenya Hara, all of their
works are philosophical in their tranquil, Zen, ethereal realm and soothing aesthetic
implication and artistic conception. Their design represents the simplicity, nature,
rationality, delicacy and other minimalist style of contemporary Japanese design. Can
we regard their design as Oriental? If so, then there is some controversy about the
concept of the Oriental. The mass production, Bauhaus, Ulm and the modernist design
in the era of high-tech after the Western Industrial Revolution have brought
tremendous changes to our social life. Designers have also changed their roles. ‘Less
is more’ as functional design aesthetics throughout the modernist design and even
high-tech design also appear to be minimal. “Simplicity”, “conciseness” and
“practicality” advocated by modern design have displayed the philosophical meaning
of “less” and the Zen meaning of “less”, which also serves as a reference to the
construction of the aesthetic concept of Oriental Design.
“Oriental Design Research” should also involve design education. Design educators

and designers have to think about how it will be presented. First of all, the cultivation
of designers from design colleges can usually be divided into three types: manpower,
talent, and character. With different teaching objectives, there should be
corresponding schools of education systems to support them. With different teaching
objectives and requirements, design talents, design craftsmen, design artists and
design philosophers are cultivated respectively. Secondly, outstanding design talents
should be design philosophers. Why many products on the market have no
connotation? It shows that the design products lack design ideas, cultural standpoints
and cultural awareness. Even if the designers have their own cultural propositions,
they should think about how to put the design concept into practice? Thirdly, the
cultural consciousness of designers has become the motivation for the construction of
Oriental Design, providing the basis for design practice.

CONTROVERSYAND REFLECTION ON ‘THE RED DOTAWARD’
In 2018, the Red Dot Award became the most controversial event. In April 2018,

Prof. Liu Guanzhong at the Academy of Arts and Design of Tsinghua University said
in an interview that “the Red Dot Award was a commercial organization to cheat
Chinese people”, the German industrial design Red Dot Award became a major design
news event which provoked controversy on the Internet and further aroused the
continuous discussion in design education and design circles.
Recognized as one of the largest and most prestigious design awards in the world,

the Red Dot Award originated from Germany with a history of more than 60 years. It
has become the trademark of the development trend of global industrial design for a
period of time and has been cherished as the “Oscar of Industrial Design” by the
design circles. According to the website of the Red Dot Award, China is the region
with the largest number of works (about 51%) participating in the Red Dot Concept
Award while the award-winning works of the United States, Japan, Britain and other
countries are very limited. Based on the analysis of design industry, Western countries
have their own design awards with international influence, such as IDEA in the
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United States, G-Mark in Japan, D & AD in the United Kingdom. Thus, few of them
participate in the Red Dot Award (Xu and Gu, 2014). As some awards of it settled in
China, the Red Dot Award has resulted in public doubts about its intension and
objective.
On April 13th, 2018, the Wechat homepage of the “Industrial Designer” caused

uproar after it posted Liu Guanzhong’s remarks, “Red Dot Award is cheating
Chinese!” and the formal response from the Red Dot “It’s voluntary!” Liu Guanzhong,
the father of industrial design in China, is a highly respected academic leader. He
believes that the Chinese winning products in the Red Dot Award, IF Award and other
design awards can’t justify that Chinese design is rising. The progress of Chinese
design does not need to be recognized by the Red Dot Award. Even if we don’t
participate in the Red Dot Award, Chinese design is still progressing. And we can't say
that China has ranked top in the world design because of more Chinese winners of
Red Dot Awards. Red Dot Awards and IF Awards are manipulated by commercial
organizations. Prof. Liu believes that the purpose of the award is to evaluate the
design trend. If Chinese know nothing about it, they themselves are to be blamed. The
special privilege to foreign awards winners by our government exemplifies the value
of these awards and indicates that some Chinese people always think that foreigners
are superior to us. Of course, foreign countries are advanced in some ways, but this
does not mean that China has no national connotation. In the face of awards such as
the Red Dot Award, the Chinese design circles should be sensible. There is no need to
go to the extremes and the award is not an end. The real purpose is to guide everyone
to implement good things into production. It’s too anxious to seek quick success and
benefit rather than implement the winning works (Liu, 2018). Xin Xiangyang, former
dean of the School of Design of Jiangnan University, appealed to people to treat the
Red Dot Award correctly and rationally from five aspects of its social role,
commercial behavior, competition demand, competition process and market behavior,
and to learn to reflect profoundly (Xin, 2018). From the establishment of the Red Dot
Award to the controversy and then to its evaluation, we need to think reasonably about
what award can represent the highest level of Chinese design, how to set up the
Chinese design competition with international influence, and how to embody the
credibility of the judging criterion in the industry in terms of the current situation and
problems in China's design academia.
Admittedly, the Red Dot Award is a design award with international influence,

which has objectively made positive contributions to the development of industrial
design in China. But due to the excessive publicity, especially the Red Dot Concept
Award and of the award-winning colleges and enterprises in China, incredible
phenomena happen. From the viewpoints of many design scholars, the first is the
vague propaganda of the Red Dot Award. There are three categories of Red Dot
Award, namely, Product Design Award, Communication Design Award, and Design
Concept Award, and each of which is further divided into three levels. Among them,
the most influential is product design award with strict eliminating criteria and the
most difficult level of only 1% winners. And our popular ‘Red Dot Award’ is actually
a low-level award in the award-winning category. As mentioned in the official website
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response, the award rate of the Red Dot Award in 2018 is as high as 26%. Too much
(Teng, 2018). Secondly, it’s expensive to participate in the Red Dot Award. From
registration to participation, from evaluation to review and exhibition, each step has to
be paid. In just a few years, the economic benefits of the ‘Red Dot Award’ have
doubled and become an important source of economic income for the organizers. The
third is the influence of the Red Dot Award in China. At present, there is no
internationally recognized award in China, which promotes the academic influence of
the three awards of the Red Dot Award. Especially the employment pressure brought
by the large scale domestic design education leads to the students in design colleges
hoping to prove their design level and increase their employment rate by winning
prizes. The controversial news events of the ‘Red Dot Award’ in 2018 have faded, but
the thinking remains.

FROM “POVERTY RELIEF DESIGN” TO “NEW COUNTRYSIDE PRINCIPLES”

IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW COUNTRYSIDE

In 2018, in order to fully implement the decision of “the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of China and the State Council on winning the battle against
poverty” and “the 13th five-year poverty alleviation Plan”, better play the role of
industrial design in improving product quality and helping industrial poverty
alleviation, effectively fight against poverty and promote coordinated regional
development, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology issued “the
Three-year Plan for the Poverty Relief Design (2018-2020). It is clearly proposed that
by the end of 2020, no fewer than 1000 product design schemes should be provided to
poverty-stricken areas, no fewer than 3000 design training should be carried out, no
fewer than 50 visits of designers to poverty-stricken areas should be organized, no
fewer than 50 renovated countryside environment or public facilities should be
implemented, and tens of thousands of original design materials database should be
built and opened free to explore a poverty relief design approach with Chinese
characteristics (Office of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, 2018).
“Poverty Relief Design”, ever since proposed, has become a hotspot in 2018. It

includes three levels of work. First, to promote the concept in a large scale through
conferences, exhibitions, forums, and etc., to explore how the design be incorporated
in the countryside during the process of industrialization and urbanization, and to
propose the short-term goal of poverty relief design. Second, based on the current
situation of relevant design industries, clarify how to get rid of poverty in design, also
analyze the possibility to join design and poverty alleviation projects. Thirdly, taking
the design system as a basis, reflect and analyze the effective strategies and methods
of poverty relief design from big data, sustainable design and design education. Now a
large scale “poverty relief design” is just a beginning. China Textile Industry
Federation, China Academy of Fine Arts, Sichuan Fine Arts Institute, School of Arts
of Soochow University and other institutions in Shanxi, Sichuan, Guizhou,
Guangdong and other places have implemented some cases to provide us with a good
example of design practice.
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As a major theoretical event of design research in 2018, the 2018 ADCS 12th
International Research Conference of Asian Design Cultural Society held on
November 24th, 2018, has theoretically backed up the design theory for poverty relief
design. With the theme of design culture and region, Professor Miyazaki Qing from
Chiba University in Japan delivered a speech entitled “Craftsmanship is touching
power” at the “Design aid in regional development” session, which tells us the same
village emptiness that we experience today in the process of Japan's economic
prosperity in the 20th century. He started with the translation of the Western word
‘design’ into ‘artistic craftsman’ by his predecessors in the Meiji era to talk about the
emptiness of Japanese countryside caused by economic growth in the 1960s and
1970s, to explain how to reshape the traditional culture and life values in the urban era,
which made us think of the heavy responsibility of poverty relief design shouldered
by the design circles.
As for the “Poverty Relief Design”, what kind of design is valuable? As a

well-known cultural scholar, Mr. Miyazaki answered the question. In his early years,
Mr. Miyazaki taught design history centered on the study of design culture. Staring
from 1970s he has devoted himself to the Japanese modern “Village-building
Movement”. His speech concentrated on “the single historical view of development”
and “the multiple historical views of development” and then put forward the absolute
values and relative values in the era of industrialization. Superficially, Miyazaki
Qing's “Village-building Movement is to inherit traditional culture and revitalize local
economy whereas profoundly, it packs a punch on the problems of industrialized
society in order to improve common people’s quality of life. It has aroused the
attention and thinking of the Chinese academic circles. Especially under the guidance
of the current intangible cultural heritage protection policy, how to solve the problems
of keeping intangible cultural heritage alive in modern life at present, more and more
people refer to Miyazaki Qing's ”Village-building Movement” and subsequent ”Daily
Life Craft Movement” and ‘Organic Agricultural Movement’, hoping to be inspired
by them. The book “New Countryside Principles-Theory and Practice of Village
Revival” by Zhou Wuzhong of Shanghai Jiao Tong University seems to reecho what
Miyazaki did forty or fifty years ago (Zhou, 2018b). Though late, it is of great
significance. The book is divided into three sections: the first part expounds the
related theory and concepts; the second introduces the village building at home and
abroad, tracing the theoretical origin of New Countryside Principles; the third part
deals with the practice of New Countryside Principles. The introduction of the New
Countryside Principles offers reference for village landscape design, village
handicrafts and village literary and artistic creation. So the New Countryside
Principles put forward by Zhou Wuzhong on the basis of village planning practice can
be understood as a design concept, objectively contributing to the theory of
environmental design.
This makes us think of Apex Lin Pan-Soong, board chairman of Taiwan Industrial

Design Association, who actively enhances the “Design Reversal and “Local Creation
Movement’. It is said that the concept of local creation was first put forward by the
Japanese Prime Minister in 2014 and Mr. Lin added new content. The common issue
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is that a large number of young people in the industrial society flock to the city, which
makes the village empty. Hopefully, with the design being introduced and the DNA of
various village cultures sought, new cultural and creative industries can be thrived to
attract young people to return to villages, promoting the local economic construction
and population growth to create the local economy in Taiwan.

Our “Poverty Relief Design” is developed on the basis of the practice in Japan and
China’s Taiwan. Targeted poverty relief is emphasized to use big data technologies to
establish a comprehensive analysis of databases, to build poverty relief design service
platforms, and to organize the poverty relief design projects. In particular, it integrates
various design resources such as design colleges, designers and design enterprises to
provide services such as business analysis, technology research, achievements
transformation, information consultation, and investment promotion to the
poverty-stricken areas. Market competitiveness of the products in poor areas should
serve as a guide to implement business assistance, technical fund support, and
information achievement support. The current poverty relief work has entered a
crucial stage, and the use of big data for targeted poverty relief is imperative. Using
big data analysis to implement the design and application of targeted poverty relief
can effectively improve the accuracy of poverty identification, and thus joint the poor
natural environment with poverty relief tourism, the poor village industry status with
product poverty relief, and the living conditions of the poor with the recipients of
poverty relief projects.
It is unprecedented that Chinese engaged in poverty relief design work. The future

sustainable design poverty relief approaches should be strengthened not only from the
national policy level but also from the perspective of the harmonious development of
man, society and nature. It is a great design practice to people’s benefits rather than
a theoretical problem. The breakthrough point of poverty relief design has been raised
from human needs to social needs, which emphasizes the social responsibility design
of social fairness and justice to improve the basic survival needs of social groups and
the sustainable development of human society and to truly realize the goal of social
design involved in targeted poverty relief. With the concept of ecological balance
without destroying the design behavior and mode, it is based on the premise of
regeneration and recycling design, and is in line with the design concepts of green
design, ecological design and low-carbon design. By analyzing the poverty problems
like market design and social design, the idea of sustainable design can be effectively
involved in the poverty relief design strategies. Therefore, to complete the poverty
relief design is the way to develop comprehensive sustainable design. Above all, the
ideal of new village principles can be realized.
To sum up, by sorting out the theoretical achievements, design events and hot

topics in 2018, we can better understand the great changes in design research by the
current ‘big data’ and ‘sustainable era’, clarifies the theoretical confusion in the
process of development, further advocates design theory in line with social
development, encourages the unification of design attitude and design responsibility,
refines the design philosophy of ‘human needs’ to ‘social needs’ in the new era to
improve the correct design objectives and design values.
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Abstract: Objective Under the background of big data, this paper analyzes the visual construction
of the data relationship. Method Combining with the related theory of cognitive psychology and
graphic design, this paper aims to summarize the design principles of data visualization.
Conclusion Big data visualization should follow six design principles, namely, accuracy, intuition,
vividness, image reading, simplicity and dynamic hierarchical information presentation, and the
future big data information visualization will develop towards the interactive, dynamic orientation.
Keywords: big data; visual construction; information visualization.

INTRODUCTION
Since the concept of “big data era” was proposed, big data science is becoming a

hot issue of research as an emerging cross-disciplinary subject. It is known to all that
the big data is characterized by 4V, namely, volume, variety, velocity and variability
(Liu and Zhang, 2014). Data analysis is the core of big data processing, but the result
display of data analysis is more concerned by users. Therefore, improper display
methods are likely to make it difficult for users to understand or are even misleading.
As the best way of display, the visualization technology can visually display the result
of data analysis (Meng and Ci, 2013). To quickly find the value in the rapidly
changing diverse mass data, big data visualization is a very effective exploring tool in
this regard.
So, how does the visualization help researchers establish data relationship and what

principles should be followed in the process of visualization?

THEORETICAL BASIS OF BIG DATAVISUALIZATION
Basis of Information Visualization

From the perspective of supporting discipline, cognitive psychology and graphic
design are the two major foundation disciplines for information visualization.
Cognitive Psychology. Cognitive psychology is one of the main development

orientations of today's psychology, which explains the psychological process by
information processing and explores the human internal psychological mechanism via
the information processing theory and methods.
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Graphic design. Graphic design refers to the form of visual design to create
graphics through a variety of means and convey the ideas or information by
combining with images, words, symbols and colors. It involves the abstract extraction,
induction, deformation and exaggeration of the visual information to make artistic
expression by integrated use of point, line, surface, volume, color, light, texture,
perspective and other visual elements as well as the artistic rules including density,
rhythm, composition and proportion. Meanwhile, the combination and arrangement of
graphics and text are also an organic part of graphic design.
Graphic design has been closely linked with psychology. Through systematic

analysis on the mental efficiency of shape, color, location, space, light and other
visual elements, Rudolf Arnheim (1998) pointed out that “Like scientists, artists hunt
for things with universal significance by elements such as shape and color”. Needless
to say, designers must consider the viewers' psychological factors when conveying the
information to them via graphics.

Classification of Big Data Visualization

Data visualization is divided into 4 types: 1) text visualization, 2) network
visualization, 3) temporal data visualization, 4) multi-dimensional data visualization
(Ren, Du, Ma, Zhang & Dai, 2014). Typical text visualization technology refers to the
tag cloud, semantic structure visualization; the technology of network visualization is
the node and edge based visualization, including H-shaped tree, conical tree, balloon
map, etc.; stream map, three-dimensional space-time are the commonly used methods
of temporal data visualization; while the methods of multi-dimensional data
visualization is scatter plot, project and parallel coordinates.

Visual Variables

The selection of visual variables will affect the quality of information presentation.
Song Shaocheng, Bi Qiang, Yang Da divided the visual variables into 7 categories:
location, shape, orientation, texture, color, gray scale and size; likewise, some
scholars divided color into hue, lightness and saturation (Song, Bi& Yang, 2004).
See Table 1 for the visual variables shown in graphical form by Song Shaocheng et.

al.

Table 1. Perceptual Properties of Visual Variables

Connectivity Selectivity Order Quantity
Location + — — —
Shape + — — —
Orientation + 0 — —
Color + ++ — —
Texture 0 + 0 —
Gray scale — + ++ —
Size — + + +

Note: ++excellent; +good; 0 medium; —poor

It is not difficult to see that the variables in the left come from graphic design and
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the perceptual properties on the top are in the scope of cognitive psychology. Among
them, color is the most prominent element in selectivity. For example, we make the
massive general information in green whereas highlight the selected information in
purple. Similarly, texture is also outstanding in terms of selectivity. For instance, we
can represent some graphics by slashes, while represent others in grid for
distinguishing, but this way of representation is not as significant as color difference.
Gray scale refers to mix a color with different proportions of black or while to exhibit
stepped difference, which has obvious advantages in terms of order expression.
Variables like location is advantageous in connectivity, such as in the visualization
design combined with maps, the information has a natural connection with its
location.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF BIG DATAVISUALIZATION
Andreea MOGOS (2012) proposed a set of general rules should be observed by

information visualization: display the data; induce audience to think rather than
convey methodology; graphic design or technological graphic production; avoid
distorting the information embodied by the data; display big data in a smaller space;
guide the sight to make comparison between different data; display the data in detail
at different levels Xu Linjia (2013) believed that the ordinary chart cannot meet the
needs of big data visual display and the visualization display should reveal the true
meaning of data by clear and beautiful icon. Wang Bin (2013) claimed that the core of
information visualization is to display the data in a certain situation. Gao Liwei (2013)
proposed that the virtual reality technology should be applied in information
visualization, so as to provide great flexibility to big data exploration and cognition.
The above viewpoints discussed the principles of big data visualization from the

perspective of visualization technology or news report, but they ignored the pillar of
information visualization, that is, to elaborate from graphic or cognitive perspective.
Combining with graphic design and cognitive theory, the design of big data
information visualization should follow six principles listed below:

Principle of Accuracy

Accuracy is the most basic principle of big data visualization. To convert a variety
of complex information into visual information, it is inevitable to lead to bias or
ambiguity on the interpretation. First of all, the principle of accuracy emphasizes no
distortion of the meaning conveyed by data. Second, the data should be clearly
described to create certainty. We know that less information in the image makes easy
understanding and vice versa, so we need to make the information clear through
information dimension. For more complex information, the data accuracy should be
enhanced by establishing coordinates, scale and scope.

Principle of Intuition

When the big data chart filled with complex lines and colors, users will be puzzled
and dazed. Big data information visualization is not only to convert information into
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abstract geometry and color to directly present to the user, but more of visually
expressing the relationship between the information in the way understandable to the
user. “Relationship” is the core elements of big data, but also a highly variable
element. In particular, to present the abstract relationship in the form of image by
concrete visual elements, the graphics, colors and way of expression selected by the
designer should be intuitive and easy to understand, which is why map, geometry,
color and other most basic elements are most frequently used in the visualization
design.

Principle of Vividness

To extract the abstract relationship between information from the huge database and
present to the user via visualization, we need to pay attention to the design vividness.
As users cannot directly come into contact with the fresh, specific, detailed
information, they usually have a sense of distance and estrangement of the presented
macro relationship. As a result, the dull screen will let users quickly lose interest and
willingness for further reading. On the contract, vivid and creative screen cannot only
attract users to read in depth, but can also help them quickly grasp the design intent.
The principle of vividness requires the visualization information to be artistic and

display the visual information by creative graphics and presentation techniques.
Presentation is an important criterion for the evaluation of visualization effectiveness.
An effective way to realize vividness is to give a context to the information, allowing
readers to comprehend the information in a particular scenario, with a stronger sense
of substitution. Maps, figurative icons, real photos are conductive to creating
situations (Yang, Liu & Qi, 2014).

Principle of Image Reading

Someone will ask is visualization actually the image reading, the answer is no.
People have different sight movements and information grasp ways in reading text
and images. When reading the text, the sight movement follows the direction of text
writing in sequential, linear movement, and there is little possibility for the occurrence
of jumping reading. However, in reading images, the sight jumps freely in the picture,
without fixed rule and direction. People can start from any location on the picture and
view in random without affecting their understanding of the drawing.
Although some information visualization design converts text into charts, people

still need to follow the rule of reading from left to right, from top to bottom, which is
not the way of observation in image reading. Perhaps it is helpful for understanding
the existing logic information, but it is not conductive to innovative finding and also
does no good for users to explore the new relationship between different data in
comparison.

Principle of Simplicity

In face of the big data, any kind of picture is too small to present all the data.
Therefore, the picture visual elements are required to be as simple as possible. It's true
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that every element has the necessity to show up, but redundant element will make the
picture even more complicated, and consequently hide the valuable relationship.
George A. Miller pointed out that only limited amount of information can be accepted,
processed and memorized by people in a short time, particularly the abstract or
infrequently used data (George, 1994). Hence, “less is more” is an important principle
in the field of design, and only straightforward visual design can produce high
efficiency.
Systematic graphic construction is essential to achieve the aesthetics of

visualization. Axes, unified style icons, reasonable layout can make more clear and
understandable information, and graphic sequence, proportion, magnitude helps to
establish the data relationship. Color is the strongest visual elements in the picture. In
addition to the inherent physical properties, colors analyzed by spectra also have the
significance of color psychology and association. For example, the warm color with a
sense of progress is more likely to attract reader's attention than cold color with the
retreating sense. And the small amount of contrasting color in the large zone of
adjacent color is easier to be concerned.

Principle of Dynamic Hierarchical Information Presentation

Big data need to present massive data information, but not all users have similar
demand on data. They may need the information from a macroscopic overview or
from a specific side. Therefore, it is necessary and effective to make dynamic
information display at different levels.
We need to enable users to achieve the conversion of information at different levels

through simple interaction with computer. Like Google Earth, users can view the map
in any scale by controlling the mouse wheel. In this way, they can observe the earth as
a whole, and also constantly focus on different cities or even buildings. As a result,
information at different levels can be successively presented based on users' needs.
The aforementioned principles are fully reflected in the "Breaking Bin Laden"

released by Social Flow (see Figure. 1). After the extensive analysis of near
15,000,000 Twitter messages related to Bin Laden, Social Flow created this
galaxy-like flow chart. This figure accurately displayed the information transmission
process in Twitter. The blue white names in the black background converge into
optical clusters in different sizes. Like the outbreak of galaxy, it is not only innovative,
but also exhibits the artistic charm of figures. By visual comparison of the "cluster"
sizes, we can easily find that a little-known player Keith Urbahn is the most
influential newsmaker. The reader's sight can jump on any cluster to compare and find
the links. Of course, the most striking is still the two largest clusters, Keith Urbahn
and Branstelter. The figure only presented the transmission of messages related to Bin
Laden, and all irrelevant information was omitted. Moreover, the username and the
relationship constitute the abstract combinations of points, lines and surfaces,
streamlining the picture elements to the extreme.
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Figure. 1 Breaking Bin Laden (www.socialflow.com)

THE DEVELOPMENT TREND OF BIG DATA INFORMATION VISUALIZATION
Currently, there are few big data combining researches on information visualization,

and most of the research results were produced prior to the emergency of big data. On
one hand, it may be caused by the fast outbreak of “big data” concept, while the
relevant research still focuses on the technical level. That is to say, the study of "data"
visualization has not ascended to the level of social research and has not studied the
"information" visualization from the perspective of information receiver. On the other
hand, the other pillar of information visualization, graphic design has been based on
practice. At present, it is still in the personal design experience summary stage of the
big data information visualization, and is unlikely to produce systematic theoretical
results. With the accumulation of big data visualization design results, the future data
visualization will more focus on the elaboration of big data from the receiver's point
of view, pay more attention to the selection and use of graphics and the visualization
results will show a more diverse look.
Meanwhile, the future big data visualization is bound to be interactive and dynamic.

On one hand, big data are updating and generating at any moment, and it is a mission
impossible for the static graphics, so we must change with the data development. On
the other hand, people will be included in the big data interactive experience to learn
and participate in the analysis, even with the intervention of biotechnology of
brain-machine interface (Chen and Lu, 2015), which will provide them with more
observation perspectives and opportunities to find new relationship.
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Abstract: Persuasive systems have been developed in the fitness context using gamification to
motivate people being more active in daily life. Research has shown that gamification of health
and fitness can benefit both novice and professional users alike, and result in short-term
engagement as well as long term improvement through intelligent game-based objectives.
However little studies have been conducted to understand the perception or subjective feeling of
user about gamification element specifically in fitness setting. This exploratory study used a pilot
prototype gamified fitness system which was developed by OVERHAND Fitness Shanghai for the
experiments. Five group-gamified HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) sessions were
conducted with four users per session under conventional HIIT setting and the gamified HIIT
setting. Experiment was conducted with the aims to provide answers on the perception of user on
gamification in a gamified HIIT workout in terms of gamification, performance, system’s software
and hardware and how fitness routine influences their perception by understanding their feeling of
enjoyment, pain points and achievements through experiment observation and interviews.
Findings showed that gamification in fitness is perceived positively due to its novelty, and its
competitive element. However, technological, physiological state of user, knowledge and
experience are vital variables for positive perception. Recommendation and further related
research are stated for better development of gamified fitness system in the future. Keywords:
Gamification; perception; fitness-routine; fitness and digital.

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Persuasive systems have been developed in the fitness context using gamification to

motivate people being more active in daily life. Gamification which is the process of
applying game elements, design and structures in non-game contexts (Deterding,
Dixon, Khaled & Nacke, 2011) for tackling particular problems, especially in exercise
and fitness has become a prevalent field of research due to the increased capabilities
and ubiquity of the technology to carry the application such as tracker, smart phones
and laptop. Since exercise and fitness are often physically strenuous, alternative
motivators such as entertainment and encouragement through games are considered
effective ways
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for appealing to a wider user. Research has shown that gamification of health and
fitness can benefit both novice and professional users alike, and result in short-term
engagement as well as long term improvement through intelligent game-based
objectives (Tóth and Lógó, 2018). Many factors such as personality, age, player types,
gender, and also system’s hardware and software have been shown to have an
influence on the user perception. In this study we specifically focus on the perception
of gamification in High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) domain (instead of a
general fitness context) and consider gamification elements (as defined by Tondello et
al., 2017) that have been designed in OVERHAND fitness application1 to discover
the perception of gamification in fitness settings among young adults.
OVERHAND fitness application applies the concept of Interactive Video Game

Technology (IVGT), otherwise known as “exergaming” or “active video games”,
similar to the concept of game in Nintendo WII Fit with a slightly different approach
where it does not use console, but a tracker and a display screen with the real body
movement of the users. In particular, OVERHAND fitness system consists of wireless
and motion-sensitive wrist tracker that measures a user’s movement acceleration in
three-dimensions. This movement is then transmitted into point-based information on
the virtual environment on the display screen. The system can be utilized for
individual and group settings. The interface and mechanics for OVERHAND were
designed as a game-like interface where user will experience their workout as if they
are playing a game. The elements of gamification embedded in the system are
“Feedback/Progression”, “Leaderboard”, “Points”, “Badges”, “Challenges”, “Boss
Battles”, “Social Pressure”, “Competition”, “Teams”, “Time Pressure”, “Virtual
Reward” and “Scarcity”. The gamified virtual environment is designed to let the user
experience as if they are playing a game while doing their workout routine, which in
this case, the HIIT routine.

Figure 1. OVERHAND Fitness System’s Interface

There is a paucity of research concerning user’s perception towards a gamified
environment in fitness context. Perception is a “transaction between the world and the
perceiver or their mind, investigations of the nature of the world perceived, the
perceiver or their mind, or the relation between the two are possible” (Gold, 2001).
With regards to fitness activity that utilized technology, perceptions are both an
outcome and determinant of motivation for a behavior occur. Hence, when fitness
activity produces pleasant and positive responses, future participation in such fitness

1 Note. OVERHAND fitness application was developed by Luc Michaelli for his start-up project based in Shanghai,
China.
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motivation can be expected (Russels and Newton, 2008). However, there are various
aspects of fitness activities that lend themselves to undesirable perception responses,
which can become a deterrent to the initiation and maintenance of using certain
technological intervention for their daily fitness routine. In regards to that, this study
aims to provide answers on the perception of user on gamification in a gamified HIIT
workout in terms of gamification, performance, system’s software and hardware and
how fitness routine influences their perception by understanding their feeling of
enjoyment, pain points and achievements.

METHODS
This exploratory qualitative study follows the original grounded theory cycle

coding methods (Strauss, 1998) where the result is based on our field observation and
post session interviews with participants. We chose this method for this study due to
the intention of understanding participant point of view, instead of testing the system
itself. The idea of our study was to find subjective feelings of achievements, pain
points and enjoyment of each of the participant during the regular HIIT session and
gamified sessions. Details such as food intake or the tendency to train alone made a
difference, therefore, conducting quality interviews was necessary to restore the
picture of perception and find all the factors that might influence the result. This study
started with a list of concepts, associations, phenomena, which were obtained from
result of working with literature, observations and interviews with the participants of
the session and the developers of the application. This process included several steps:
based on literature and pre-test interviews, we made the first set of open-questions and
defined base categories on their fitness routine, fitness self-efficacy, teamwork and
group competition. After experiment observation, we documented patterns and later
coded repetitive actions in data to analyze together with in-depth interviews.
The setup started with an online invitation with promotional poster was shared on

WeChat application group to reach the target participants. The target participants were
young adult aged 25-35 who has an interest in fitness activities. A total of 20 young
adults (n= 11 males, n=9 females, mean age=29) volunteered to participate in the
study. Participants were contacted in advance to schedule a time for their participation,
to instruct them of the proper attire for the experiment, and to remind them to refrain
from physical activity on the day of the experiment. Upon their arrival, participants
were brief for the first experiment, which is the conventional HIIT session. The
session runs for 15minutes. After the first experiment, participants were given time to
rest while a short interview was conducted. Participants were then asked to use their
WeChat to scan a QR code to register themselves with the gamified OVERHAND
fitness system, and the specific OVERHAND tracker were assigned to them upon
completion. Participant wore the tracker and the second experiment (gamified HIIT
session) started with a briefing on the system and the tracker. The session also runs for
15 minutes. The experiment ended after participant was interviewed and received a
token of participation.
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Figure 2. Real-time Gamified Settings of HIITWorkout

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The findings are based on 20 responses from their experiment observation and post

interviews as discussed in the following section:

The Relation between Fitness Routine2 and Users’Perception of Gamification

The gamified session experience was perceived as “amazing”, “good” and
“have-to-buy” only in connection with category as “everyday fitness routine”,
“long-term fitness experience”. The findings revealed that the middle and advanced
fitness level of participants with knowledge about basic HIIT workouts provide bigger
involvement and satisfaction during the session. One of the female participants who
does cardio for several years commented “exercises were robustly amazing with a
short amount of time and I did better work out”, another was more detailed where she
emphasized “the part related to legs was good”. These confirmed their familiarity with
HIIT routine and satisfaction with conditions of task.
However, participants who does different sport activity in their daily routine show

negative result. As noted by participants, “I can play badminton very well but could
not perform those steps so efficiently”. We also coded similar comments from tennis
players “I found myself at lost”. As amateurs for HIIT, they had to spend more time to
understand basic principles of OVERHAND system and had worse results than
HIIT-doers, even though they are considered as ‘active in fitness’. One of the reason
being is that “It gives you no time to think” due to the time pressure element as well
as the competition element of the system.

The Impact of Gamified Settings on Users’ Performance in Comparison with the

Conventional Settings

The data exposed that 60% of the participant have a fitness routine in their daily life
(3-5 times per week, cardio, stretching or other sport). Many have mentioned their
reasons to do exercises are to feel better and to look better. In regards to this, most
people prefer to spend their free time not at parties or on health treatments such as
SPA, but by being outdoors doing an active physical activity. The most important
findings here are the desire to have an ‘active rest’ and being in group/ social settings.

2 Note. Fitness routine are the user who did active workout more than three times per week for at least 20
minutes per session.
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Coupled with the competitive spirit provided by good physical training, this created a
favorable atmosphere for the use of the gamified fitness system.
Participants also spoke about the salience of competition, whereby their positive

perception was facilitated by the presence of a competitive atmosphere and a desire to
“perform better”. This was proven by the overall results which indicate that among
many game elements exist in the system, instant feedback, progress bar, points and
badges have positive effect on the participants in terms of their motivation to perform
better during the sessions, but related more with competition which they described as
“way more fun”, “team war”, “I just want to win”, “Who was the best? Of course it
was me!” and not with the gamification itself.
However, it is important to note the that participants with fitness routine and with

HIIT experience in their existing daily life shown a positive result where they agree
that real-time gamified HIIT encourage them to perform stronger, while participants
without fitness routine and without HIIT experience mention many frustration points
for example “the pace was too fast, need more rest in between”, “I need more time”,
“I could not finish arm exercise”, which related with their lack of experience in HIIT
workouts.
The repetitive nature of the system was an additional factor that inhibited

participant’s positive perception where they have mentioned the system are “Almost
the same”, “A lot of things are same”, at the same time, the others found the novelty
of the gamified system quickly dissipated, because repetitions do not provide better
understanding of the process. Several participants also found that the aim of session
was “unclear”, “aimless” and “no ending”.
The extent to which participant’s perceived themselves to have control over their

performance also influenced their perception of achievement and performance.
Participants complained about the inaccuracy of the tracker and the virtual display
“trackers all time were on/off. I found out”, which resulted in a lack of perceived
control over their performance. More specifically, one participant stated that “one
tracker didn’t really work, so I couldn’t really execute my performance”.
In contrast, participants experienced increased perception of control over the

outcome when they understood how the tracker measure the movement, because they
found their physical efforts, skill and ability to have a positive impact upon the
probability of a successful performance. As such, participants perceived the
experience as positive and rewarding.
Many participants stated that gamified settings pushing them further to complete

the workout. In comparison to the conventional HIIT session, they described the
gamified session as “the entire game experience is very nice”, “better than before”, “it
was challenging but I feel more motivated” and “team wars make me want to push
harder”.

The Role of Hardware and Software of Gamified Application on Users’Perception

To evaluate the technological part of the system, we analyze the OVERHAND
fitness system from the perspective of hardware and software. In the case of software
(mechanics, interface), we coded negative characteristics by participants where they
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mentioned the system as “unclear”, “incorrect”, “indefinite”, despite describing the
experiment experience as “fun”, “interesting”, “amazing”. This shown us a vital point
for gamified system where the mechanics implemented in gamified session plays
significant influence on motivation and perception of gamification itself. The
hardware (tracker, system display) was associated with negative connotations such as
“failures in system”, “incorrect data display”, “interruption”, which in turns impacted
on negative perceptions of gamification. Low evaluation of the tracker’s
characteristics as color, usability, design and ease of use can also be coded as
hardware design failure which resulted in negative perception. From the findings, we
also found that defects in usability are important factors to be considered during
designing gamified fitness in order to maximize the positive effect on the user.
To conclude, the positive perception about gamification were not from the

application itself, but the game elements of competitions such as of ‘Points’,
‘Progress’, ‘Time pressure’ and ‘Social Pressure’ that were displayed real-time on the
screen that further push participant involvement during the session. Participants who
showed positive results are those with fitness routine, have good physical shape and
understanding of HIIT routine which shown they were more satisfied and more
motivated to continue using gamified system in their workout.

CONCLUSION
Gamification is an interdisciplinary area, that is between HCI, game studies and

psychology (Xu, 2012), that makes it difficult to analyze the user’s perception from
all aspects. Findings from this study shown that young adults whom already have
fitness routine and experience of HIIT routine in their daily life perceived gamified
session more positive in comparison to those without routine exercise and HIIT
experience. Better physiology also plays a role in shaping their perception of gamified
setting due to the elements of competition.
From the psychological point of view, we cannot dismiss the fact that better

prepared people are psychologically more confident, and thus ready for rivalry. While
a wholly new experience associated with the growth of certain fitness skills, directing
to a confusion and negative perception of the participants.
For further development of the gamified fitness system, we recommend different

routines of programs for different user to provide better involvements and perception
in gamification itself. Future research could explore other dimension for perception
and which specific gamification elements has greater influence the perception of
gamified system. Whilst it has been valuable for research to examine whether
gamified environment produce positive perception in young adult, a possibly more
fruitful avenue for future research could be to measure the extent to which
gamification could influence the sedentary behaviors of young adult towards
providing a motivational entry point for interest in doing fitness activity in their daily
routine.
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Abstract: Prof. Frank Hartmann, vice president of the International Society for Design Science
(ISDS), former dean of the School of Design at Bauhaus university in Weimar, and chairman of
the school’s academic committee, passed away on July 27, 2019. We deeply mourn him. Besides,
we are committed to redouble our efforts to promote the Bauhaus concept and spirit in the
theoretical and practical system of Oriental design. Keywords: Bauhaus; oriental design; prof.
Frank Hartmann.

It was with great sadness that I heard Prof. Frank Hartmann, vice president of the
International Society for Design Science (ISDS), former dean of the School of Design
at Bauhaus university in Weimar, and chairman of the school’s academic committee,
passed away on July 27, 2019 in his Vienna’s residence due to a sudden heart attack.
In late December last year, Prof. Hartmann came to Shanghai and was appointed as
vice President of the ISDS on December 22, then he delivered an impassioned speech
at the opening ceremony of the fourth Oriental Design Forum the next day, so as to
support the research and teaching of oriental design. The opening ceremony also
included the launching ceremony of the GOD-Prize, the awarding ceremony of
ISDS-GOD-Prize for outstanding papers and contributions, and the foundation
ceremony of ISDS’ four new branches. Prof. Hartmann, together with Prof. Takasuka
Masashi (Saitama University, vice president of ISDS, chairman of Japan’s
Environmental Arts Society), Prof. Kunimoto Katsushi and Prof. Cha Kang Heui,
awarded ISDS’ four new branches at the ceremony, including Art and Science Branch
(Shanghai Jiao Tong University, SJTU), Environmental Design Branch (Tsinghua
University), Industrial Design Branch (Zhejiang University) and Public Art Design
Branch (Shanghai University). After the ceremony, Prof. Hartmann gave an academic
lecture to all the forum participants. During the second half of this year, we originally
planned to hold the ISDS annual conference in Weimar, Germany, and the
conference’s theme has been set as “a century Bauhaus, a design restart”.
Unfortunately, this summer the heat ravaged the Europe and Prof. Hartmann left us
forever in the City of Music, which was a huge loss to the whole design world.
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Figure 1. Prof. Frank Hartmann

In Prof. Hartmann’s lecture “Function, Tradition and Regulation-the Bauhaus as a
Gateway to the Modern”, Bauhaus's design philosophy was fully explained from the
aspects of visual art, media evolution and product examples. First, based on the
aesthetics of early Bauhaus Kandinsky's minimalist paintings and the new visual
experience brought by Herbert Bayer's Universal font, Prof. Hartmann explained
Bauhaus' "form following function" philosophy from the perspective of font. With the
progress of the era, new technologies, materials and user needs raised new
requirements for product design, and the idea that combining of function and form
was developed during the design process of products such as furniture, the mouse, and
so on. Nowadays, the Bauhaus concept has become an important theoretical basis in
both classic design and innovative design, which will be inherited and continued in
the new era.

Figure 2. Prof. Frank Hartmann’s Speech at the 4th Oriental Design Forum
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Dr. Pu Chen from Hamburg University of Applied Science and Technology, who
was Prof. Hartmann’s doctoral student, delivered a lecture on “Traces of Bauhaus in
Shanghai”. In her report, she displayed the historical architectural works in Shanghai
of the Chinese first-generation architects through rich historical pictures, and analyzed
the clues of Shanghai’s modern architecture. Through reviewing the development
history, teaching materials and design manuscripts from the department of architecture
of St. John's University, Dr. Pu Chen guided the audiences to further explore the
historical traces of Bauhaus in Shanghai. It was of great significance that Prof.
Hartmann and his student Dr. Pu Chen came to SJTU and gave lectures in the Oriental
Design Forum just before the Bauhaus centennial, which would contribute to building
an academic bridge on western and eastern design science and art between Bauhaus
and oriental design.
The fourth Oriental Design Forum which Prof. Hartmann attended, was also the

first annual conference of the ISDS. This forum’s theme was “regional revitalization
and holistic design”, and the forum’s aim was to awaken the designers to accelerate
the innovative combination of “design” and “industry + life style + environment”
under the “human – centric” and the “production, life and ecology” design philosophy,
the ultimate aim was to build a new healthy world design structure by establishing
new interdisciplinary subjects such as oriental design, information design, industrial
design, rural and urban design and environmental design, and to contribute to the
common progress and development of human society through exploring theories and
methods of regional revitalization design. Just half a year after the closing of the
forum, while the Bauhaus caravan hasn’t reached Shanghai, Prof. Hartmann was no
longer with us. In addition to sadness, we have a lot of regret, but we promise we will
redouble our efforts to carry forward the Bauhaus concept and spirit in oriental
design’s theoretical and practical systems.
During Prof. Hartmann’s trip to Shanghai last year, except for attending the forum,

he also discussed educational cooperation with SJTU. Prof. Hartmann had invited me
to visit Weimar many times before, yet I haven’t been there due to my work
arrangement. There were some episodes during Prof. Hartmann’s Shanghai trip. Due
to our mistake, he met some troubles in his China visa application because of the
invitation letter, later with the assistance of the foreign affairs department of SJTU
and the Chinese Embassy in Vienna, he finally got his visa on the way to the airport.
Prof. Hartmann seemed a little depressed during his stay in Shanghai, we originally
thought our reception met some problems, it now appears that he didn’t feel well at
that time.
It was all too sudden that Prof. Hartmann leaved us, it is a pity that I could not go to

Vienna to attend his funeral, but I have imagined that the dirge would be heard in the
world’s music capital...... Rest in peace, Prof. Hartmann. If we have the chance to go
to Vienna, we will surely present you with a bouquet of oriental art flowers.

Zhou Wuzhong: Professor, School of Design, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China.
Email:<wzzhou@sjtu.edu.cn>
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On September 20, 2019, the second president's meeting of ISDS was held in the 

International Center for Innovation and Design, SJTU. The meeting decided to 

start a publication of International Journal of Design Science.

On December 23, 2018, the 4th Oriental Design Forum and International Symposium on 

"Regional Revitalization and Holistic Design" was held in Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 

which was also the first academic annual conference held by ISDS.
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